“TBN exists to put people in remembrance of what Jesus promised.”

From the time I was little, Mom and Dad made sure I understood God’s goodness. They always stressed that God’s Word was full of promises. His words were not merely good ideas; they were absolute, unshakable truths. And now for over 40 years, TBN has existed to draw people to those promises and to the Savior who died in the ultimate display of His grace.

May is our annual Healing Month, so all month long we’re going to focus on God’s goodness and grace as they pertain to healing and lifelong health. Read through the Bible, and it’s abundantly clear that it is His will for you to be in good health. Healing isn’t just a good idea; it’s an absolute, unshakable truth.

If you or a loved one is dealing with sickness or needs healing in any area, your TBN family wants you to be encouraged. Whether it’s physical, emotional, or relational healing you need, one of God’s primary ways to build your confidence in His will to deliver you is by hearing the testimonies of other Believers. We receive testimonies like this every day, and this month, I want to share a few of them with you, in the hopes that they bless you the way they blessed us.

TBN: A Source of Encouragement
Our station in Europe, TBN UK, received this short but
impactful message from Rita: “Thank you for your prayer support at this time of difficulty with anxiety, depression, and other medical problems. Your prayers and TV programs are really encouraging me to keep going.”

What moves me most about Rita’s story is how she says TBN is a source of strength and encouragement that keeps her moving forward—even while she’s walking through challenging circumstances. This is why it’s so important for us to broadcast 24/7 everywhere we can. TBN must remain on the air so we can always be there for someone who is walking through their valley experience, until they see the victory they’re seeking God for.

**The Prayer of Agreement Works**

James and Sharon’s story came to us from closer to home, from the beautiful state of Tennessee. Referencing someone close to them, they said, “We called TBN and agreed with a prayer partner for Bobby’s successful surgery. Bobby gave his life to Christ and accepted Him as Savior. Bobby also came through his open-heart surgery and is home recuperating successfully. Thank you for praying with us.”

This testimony is about physical healing as God moved through the wisdom of a doctor, but more than that, it involves the most important type of healing a person can experience—spiritual healing. During this trying time, James and Sharon reached out for agreement in prayer—one of the most powerful types of prayer there is—and not only did Bobby’s surgery go well, but he found the Lord, and that will forever change his life!

Anytime you need someone to agree with you for healing in any area, please don’t hesitate to give us a call. We have prayer partners waiting to pray with you 24 hours a day, seven days a week, at 1-888-731-1000.

**Miraculously Healed of Cancer**

Here’s another great testimony of God’s grace. It came from Minister Betty Collins in Delaware. “I wrote to TBN for a prayer request for my brother, Pastor Jim Reed. The doctors told him he had stage 4 cancer in five different parts of his body. It didn’t upset him. All he wanted to do was continue the work of the Lord.”

“During the process, he never lost any weight or his hair, even though doctors said he would. He stayed full of joy. In fact, he gained weight. He was originally scheduled for 48 chemo treatments. Eventually, they took another body scan and the doctor declared a miracle had occurred. They said the inside of his body looked like he had already had surgery performed. He is now cancer free and received a miracle from God. God is still in the miracle business and is true to His Word!”

God is a God of miracles! He doesn’t always wait for a doctor to get involved; sometimes He just performs the surgery Himself. This is just another reminder of the great God we serve.

**Blessed Through the Monthly Thank You Gift**

Now, every testimony may not be that spectacular or dramatic, but when a person is set free by God’s Word, it’s always supernatural. For instance, recently Diane from Texas said, “TBN’s recent monthly gift—Jentezen Franklin’s Fear Fighters—was one of my favorite books I’ve ever read. I’ve read it three times. It has healed me. Thank you, TBN.”

That’s why every month we offer a ministry resource to our partners as our Thank You for supporting TBN. We
know these ministry materials have life inside them because they contain God’s Word, and that brings healing.

In fact, this month’s gift is one that’s sure to bless you. It’s a book we created called Be Healed: God’s Promises and Encouragement for Your Total Well-Being, and it emphasizes God’s unshakable promises of healing in a significant way. Be Healed is a powerful devotional full of healing Scriptures, biblical insight, fresh testimonies, and nuggets of truth from some of your favorite TBN ministers. It’s an excellent resource to give you confidence in the love of God and His willingness to heal. Laurie and I look forward to sending it to you this month as our Thank You when you support TBN.

We’re thankful for you and pray God’s grace brings healing to every area of your life. Let’s continue sharing His absolute, unshakable truth with the world so people everywhere can experience His healing!

Matt and Laurie Crouch
America’s Hispanic community is serious about faith and family, and Salsa’s 24-hour program lineup offers the best in Hispanic worship, music, ministry, and family programming. We’re reaching across the nation with a network that entertains, inspires, and offers life-changing truth!

Visit tbn-salsa.org to learn more.

“TBN’s Salsa is a God-ordained, Christ-centered broadcast platform that serves as a means for untold millions of Hispanic Americans to encounter Christ.” —Sam Rodriguez

#MYSTORY

TBN HELPS GROW THE FAITH OF A NEW BELIEVER

“I was molested at 8 years old. That completely changed who I thought I was. At the age of 15, I was approached about modeling. It went from modeling to bikini contests. The manager of a tanning salon eventually started talking to me about dancing. He started flattering me and offering me large amounts of money. It’s so easy to fall into that trap.

“At 17, I was booked in a strip club. I didn’t realize what I was getting myself into. What I thought would last a couple weeks ended up lasting 7½ years. It changed who I was. Something was all messed up inside of me. I wanted to change, but I didn’t know what I needed to do.

“My mother started to call me. I went to church with her. It was so powerful. There was an immediate draw. I couldn’t wait for the altar call. Christian television was a major part of my transformation. I used it Monday through Saturday to constantly feed myself as a new Christian. TBN was always on. Day by day ... year by year ... He changes us.”

This is #MyStory. – TBN Partner, Dana McCartney Candillo

CONNECT WITH TBN
What’s YOUR Story?

Submit your video to TBN.org/mystery • Post on social using #MyStory • Email mystery@tbn.org • Or use the enclosed prayer card
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Enjoy your favorite TBN Shows on Apple TV!

- Watch TBN on the latest-generation Apple TV in beautiful HD.
- Access TBN, the Hillsong Channel, JUCE, SMILE, Salsa, and others.
- Enjoy a complete archive of on-demand shows, popular faith-based movies, and much more!
God’s Healing Promises Are for You

Scripture is full of promises about healing and testimonies of the miraculous. There’s no doubt about it: God wants you well!

Now experience *Be Healed: God’s Promises and Encouragement for Your Total Well-Being*—a devotional filled with God’s healing promises and unshakable evidence of His desire to see you whole.

**Receive yours when you support TBN’s ministry this month.**

Also get encouraged with *The Best of Andrew Wommack Ministries’ Healing Journeys*, a DVD full of remarkable, documented testimonies from people who have experienced miraculous healing and supernatural restoration. Plus, get F.F. Bosworth’s classic *Christ the Healer*. Discover the book that has moved millions to a posture of faith for receiving their healing.

**Receive all 3 when you support TBN with a gift of $60 or more.**

Back by popular demand: Get even more in-depth with God’s healing promises with *The Healing Holy Bible*, powerfully created to help you explore Scripture and clearly see God’s will for your total well-being. Also included is a companion healing confessions CD, filled with Word-based healing professions for conquering any health challenge.

**Receive ALL these when you give a life-changing gift of $200 or more.**